This paper describes an approach towards the interaction with 3D representations of large document collections. The goal was to provide the user with a highly dynamic environment in which even the very mapping strategy to position documents in space can be adjusted by the user depending on the specific task at hand, on his preferences, or on the context. A modification to the FDP algorithm is proposed, as well as a new gesture-based interaction paradigm in which the user can explore and search information in the collection just by simple hand movements. An experimental user evaluation was conducted to investigate the impact of the proposed approach on the precision of the mental model built by users through exploration, on the effectiveness in information search tasks, and on the general user satisfaction and perception of utility.
Introduction
Exploration and search of information contained in large document collections is increasingly a need, but many times also a problem. In fact, Internet offers such a huge quantity of information that it is in practice impossible to explore it exhaustively so as to fill a specific information need. In the last 30 years, many techniques have been proposed to visualize document collections. Some of them were developed for 3D virtual environments, as the third dimension increases the information that can be shown to the user. The application of one or another technique often depends on the type of documents to be visualized. For structured documents, specific visualizations highlight the structure and relations between data [2, 8, 19, 21] , while for documents without any pre-defined internal structure and no metadata associated to them only the content can be analyzed in order to infer as much information as possible. In the last case, visualization techniques are more general and sophisticated, and then more complex [20] . This paper focuses on 3D visualization of non-structured document collections. The visual metaphor chosen, a sphere, is a simple and generic one in order to avoid overloading the visualization. Then, a collection of documents in the virtual environment is represented as a cloud of spheres. But visualization is definitely not enough to satisfy the user needs; interaction with the 3D representation is the key aspect to consider if the goal is to facilitate the user tasks.
The remainder of this document is divided into 4 sections. In Section 2 we detail the general process that must be followed to visualize a document collection in a 3D virtual environment, and we explain
3D visualization of document collections
Based on the model described in [4] , the information visualization pipeline can be split into four major stages. The first one consists in gathering, cleaning and preprocessing the documents, aiming at extracting from them as many attributes of interest containing relevant information as possible. Selecting these attributes requires a deep understanding of the task that should be carried on with the data and the nature of the data itself. The second stage consists in mapping visual characteristics to each of these attributes. The most common visual characteristics are color, shape, spatial position and movement [14] , and they must be selected carefully in order to exploit the natural perception abilities of the users and considering the nature of each attribute [24] . The third stage consists in the generation of a visual representation of the scene making an efficient use of the screen space while keeping the cognitive load as low as possible. The fourth step deals with the interaction between the users and the virtual representation. Interaction is a fundamental issue regarding the design of any information visualization tool. Interaction mechanisms must be designed in order to assist the user's tasks, and they can act upon any of the previous stages including: select and manipulate a dataset, navigate through the environment and perform actions affecting the data or the system itself.
Document preprocessing
In our system, preprocess aims at reducing as much as possible the noise (words that have little or low semantic load), extracting the main concepts of each document and determining the similarity between any pair of documents in the collection. Many complementary treatments have been proposed to undertake this task: normalization, stopwords removal, Stemming [6, 12, 16, 17] , Part-Of-Speech Tagging [1, 3, 18, 23] , Named Entity Recognition [9, 15, 26] , and many others. Which of them to use depends on the efficiency and precision required in the retrieval of information. In our case, we look for a dynamic and interactive, and hence efficient, system, even at the expense of precision.
Our preprocessing phase consists of two main parts: the lexical analysis of each document, and clustering the documents into semantic groups based on the distance measure between them. The first part allows us to reduce the semantic noise contained in the documents and then to translate them into data structures treatable by computers. The process starts with the tokenization of the documents, this is extracting the individual words from them. In order to reduce the vocabulary as much as possible without loosing meaningful content, some filters are applied to the obtained tokens. These filters aim at homogenizing the tokens by normalizing them, for example by clearing accents, punctuation, email addresses, URLs, and numbers, among others. All filters are applied to individual tokens, as we use a bag-of-words approach, where context and order are not taken into account. Even if this causes the loss of some semantic information, the treatment is much easier and faster. Once all tokens have been "cleaned", we proceed to delete the meaningless ones, like articles, prepositions, determinants and so on. To achieve this goal, we have opted for using a stopwords list that contains words that are common in English and then do not provide distinctive meaning by themselves. In particular, our list contains 335 stopwords (see Appendix A). At the end, the noise, and then the initial vocabulary, are reduced, which speeds up the processing of the collection and increases the accuracy of the system. Before proceeding to the second preprocessing step, we have to represent every document, and its filtered tokens, in a computational way. We have decided to use n-dimensional vectors, being n the size of the whole collection vocabulary. Every dimension, also called feature, corresponds to a token, and its content is the frequency of this token in the document (see Fig. 1 ).
By this, the vector can be seen as a quantitative digest of the document it represents. This way of representing documents is known as Vector Space Model (VSM) [22] , which is fundamental to many operations in Information Retrieval such as document clustering. In fact, VSM allows to easily figure out the similitude between two documents by computing the dot product (also know as inner product) of their normalized unit vector representations v(d 1 ) and v(d 1 ). The vectors representing the two documents, V (d 1 ) and V (d 2 ), are normalized to unit vectors as this measure of similitude between two documents, named cosine similarity, is equivalent to the cosine of the angle θ formed by the two vectors, and thus the result must be between 0 and 1 (negative are not possible as the features of the vectors only can contain positive or zero frequencies). Figure 2 and Eq. (1) illustrate how similarity is calculated through 
Having this measure of similitude for every pairwise documents in the collection, the measure of distance can be obtained directly by calculating distance = 1 − similarity. This way, the more similar are two documents, the more their distance will be close to 0 and, on the other hand, the more they are different, the more their distance will be close to 1. This measure of similitude (and hence the distance) is statistical in nature as it only reflects the proportion of tokens that both documents have in common, independently of their semantic meaning. Therefore, it will not reflect faithfully if they share the same topic, but only the rate of words they share. Even if this may seem a drawback, our objective is not to obtain very precise similitude values, but to obtain good enough ones in the shortest possible time.
After this, the system assigns each document to a thematic category or group. For this, we use an unsupervised machine learning method to group documents based on their similarity measures. In this work the k-means algorithm [13] is chosen, as it is probably the simplest clustering algorithm available and it matches our needs: it is possible to dynamically select the desired number of clusters (configuring this option is left up to the user, so that the granularity in thematic classification will depend on his needs) and it is sufficiently fast for small sized datasets (so that it can be repeatedly executed at the user's will), allowing the reconfiguration of the clusters in real-time. On the contrary, k-means is not a deterministic algorithm because of the random selection of the initial seeds, and then the algorithm does not always converge to the same clusters [5] . This is not acceptable for an interactive system as the user could get confused. That's why we have slightly modified the classical k-means algorithm, by executing it n times, each of them with a different random combination of initial seeds, and choosing the ones that, after executing k-means, minimize the sum of the distances between any document and the centroid of the group to which it belongs, also called Residual Sum of Squares (RSS).
Finally, in this step we also extract a representative keyword for each document, by retrieving from every vector the feature with the highest value, which represents the meaningful token most frequent in the document. Again, this process is not very precise, but instead it is really simple and fast, which is our goal.
Assignment of visual characteristics
For this work, three attributes of interest were considered: the similarity between documents, the thematic category of each document and the keywords extracted. Taking into account the considerations mentioned in [24] , three different visual characteristics were chosen in order to visually represent these attributes.
First, the whole document collection is represented by a three-dimensional cloud of spheres, each of them representing a single document. Similarity between documents is visually represented by the spatial distance between the spheres. So, the more the documents are thematically similar, the closer are their associated spheres. The thematic category is represented by the hue component of color, so that the same category documents have the same color. The hue values of each document are updated every time the number of clusters changes. For the visualization of the keywords, a single textual label is imposed on the sphere.
Mapping the spatial position of each document requires to calculate its three coordinates in the space. These coordinates can be obtained by reducing the n-dimensional vectors to three-dimensional vectors, or by exploiting other metadata given by the preprocessing phase. In any case, even if vectors' dimensionality is reduced, the relationship between the documents must be maintained. In our case, we opt for using the similarity measures between documents to figure out the 3D coordinates of the spheres. For this purpose, we use the Force-Directed Placement (FDP) technique, that was originally proposed in [7] and later improved in [10] . This spatial projection technique consists in the simulation of attraction and repulsion forces (calculated according to the similarity measure between every pair of documents) among the documents in the collection. The action of these forces results in a spatial layout of documents where the original similarity relationships are visually represented. Although the FDP approach has big scalability issues for big collections, it also has many desirable properties for our goals: good quality of the resulting layout, iterative and real-time positioning process that allows perceiving the documents' movement across space from their initial positions to the final ones (visual feedback that helps user understanding the consequences of his manipulation on the collection), and the ability to extend the force concept to include other factors in the positioning process, as it will be explained in Section 3.2.
Even if our system is three-dimensional, the visualization is projected in two dimensions in the projection screen. Because of this, depth is difficult to be perceived, and then user can be confused about how close his fingerprints are from a specific sphere. To overcome this problem, we provide an easy and intuitive visual feedback that helps user understanding how deep are located his fingerprints. On the one hand, we draw transparent lines from the fingerprints to all the spheres that are located under a predefined threshold. On the other hand, when a sphere is close enough to be selected, a thicker, dotted and colored line (the same color as the sphere) appears to indicate the user that it is selectable.
Interacting with 3D document collections
Besides the visualization of the documents in the 3D environment, it is essential to provide the user with some techniques to navigate and explore the environment. The classical interaction approach is guided by Shneiderman's famous mantra: Overview first, Zoom, Filter and Details-on-Demand [25] . This principle seems to describe the natural way in which any user explores the information, independently of the environment. In the first step, user should access the overview, providing the general structure behind the information, just like a map does. In the second step, once he has identified the interest areas from the overview, he should be able to focus on these areas, while the other areas come out of the focus in order to reduce the cognitive load and do an efficient use of the screen space. For this goal, user should be able to apply some filters allowing him to keep in the visualization only those documents that are likely to interest him. Finally, user should be able to request and obtain more information related or contained into these filtered documents. Accessing details should be done incrementally on user's demand.
General interaction mechanisms in Virtual Environments can be categorized into 4 main tasks: navigation, selection and manipulation, system control and symbolic input. Navigation techniques allow users to fully explore the environment and to reach any point within it. This allows exploring the information across the different levels of abstraction. At the overview level, it aids users to identify the potential interest areas of information, as done by the FishEye technique [11] . Selection and Manipulation techniques allow users to effectively interact with the elements of the Virtual Environment. Once the user has selected one or more elements of the Virtual Environment, he can manipulate them by modifying their position and/or their orientation. System control techniques deal with the modification of the state of either the system or its elements. An example is the removal of a set of elements from the environment or the saving of the current state of the system. Finally, symbolic input techniques allow the user inputting alphanumeric values to the application. These mechanisms must be designed taking into account the user's needs together with the tasks he has to carry out and the specific context of application. Here we present two innovative interaction techniques allowing to manipulate the visual mapping, by improving the identification of thematic groups and the visual perception of document similarities.
Modifying the number of document groups
The first proposed manipulation mechanism allows users to interactively modify the number of potential thematic groups (see Fig. 3(a) ).
This means that the last step of the documents' preprocessing must be redone dynamically every time the user changes the number of groups k. The interest of this technique is based on the assumption that every user has different cognitive and perceptual capabilities, and different preferences. Some users might want to split the document collection into as many specific groups as possible, while others might prefer less and more general groups. The need for higher or lower subdivision even depends on the user task (e.g. building a mental model of the collection vs. searching for a specific document) or on the phase in the pursue of a certain goal (e.g. filter irrelevant information vs. select the best possible source to search a specific information). Our hypothesis is that combining this mechanism with some document filters can greatly increase the flexibility of the system while exploring or searching.
From the technical perspective, this mechanism can be triggered by the user explicitly and implicitly. In the explicit case, user is able to control the number of groups by manipulating some interface controls. In the implicit case, the number of groups can change when user applies other mechanisms like document or group filtering. In both cases, the clustering algorithm (see Section 2.1) needs to be re-executed for the number of groups expressed through variable k.
Adjustment of attraction forces
The second manipulation mechanism we propose allows the user to modify the mapping of the documents' spatial positioning, which is the most important visual characteristic. Although the spatial positioning reflects by itself the similarity between documents, we think that visual clarity of the representation can be improved. In this sense, we propose a modification to the original FDP algorithm described in Section 2.2, called FDP with Force Control (FDPFC) algorithm, where two new attraction forces, dynamically modifiable by the user through interface controls, are added.
The first force modifier aims at enhancing the overview visualization. To achieve this, it modifies the spatial position of spheres so documents that belong to the same cluster get closer and are separated from the other clusters (see Fig. 3(b) ). This modification results into a more compact and lean clusters' visualization from the overview perspective. Technically, this effect is generated by adding a specific multiplier to the force that controls the attraction between any pairwise documents, and that applied if and only if both documents belong to the same cluster.
The second force modifier aims at enhancing the inter-document similarity perception, both in the overview and the detail levels. This is accomplished by modifying the spatial position of the spheres so documents whose similarity is higher than a predefined threshold (and then are very similar) are located closer in space, independently of their previous clustering (see Fig. 3(c) ). The result is that user can determine at a glance which documents are similar even if they belong to different clusters, and this allows him to determine if the number of clusters allows representing faithfully the collection's distribution, or if the clustering could be improved. For example, if most of the spheres from two clusters are very close, probably their topic is mostly the same, and then they would conflate if the number of groups was decreased. On the contrary, if some spheres of more than one group are very close, probably they would form a new cluster if the number of groups in k-means was increased. Also in this case, the effect is implemented by adding a multiplier to the attraction force between pairwise documents if and only if the distance between them is lower than the mean distance between any other pairwise documents.
A gesture-based interaction paradigm
As for our daily tasks we use our hands, we think that the manipulation of 3D environments is also more intuitive using them. Therefore, we propose a gestural interaction paradigm where the index and the thumb, equipped with reflective solitary markers, are optically tracked to obtain their spatial position and their orientation. In order to handle different interaction techniques only with two fingers, three gestures have been considered. These gestures are identified according to the distance between both fingers: maximal distance (thumb and index spread, see Fig. 4(a) ), medium distance (relaxed fingers, see Fig. 4(b) ) and minimal distance (thumb and index pinched, see Fig. 4(c) ). As distance between fingers depends absolutely on users' physical characteristics, an initial training phase is carried out to obtain the individual finger distances (minimal, medium and maximal) of every user. This is simply done by following screen instructions and mimic shown finger poses for minimal, normal and maximal finger gestures. Fingers are virtually represented by two 3D fingerprints (see Fig. 5(a) ), that are immediately identified by the user as representations of his fingers because of the realtime feedback received in terms of position, inclination and rotation while the real fingers move. Moreover, a textual label is drawn between the fingers to indicate the user which is the current gesture.
In order to test our approach, we have implemented a prototype system providing mostly all of the interaction techniques explained in Section 3. First, we offer full navigation techniques, that handle 6 Degrees Of Freedom: 3 DOF corresponding to the translation of the viewpoint along the axis x, y and z (horizontal and vertical translations, and zoom in and out), and 3 DOF mapped to the rotation of the viewpoint with respect to these three axis. In the first case, user can translate the viewpoint using the maximal gesture (see Fig. 4(a) ), while rotation is carried out when user pinches his fingers (see Fig. 4(c) ). The medium distance gesture is used for free movements of user's hands without affecting in any way the viewpoint or any other element in the Virtual Environment. Then, user is allowed to reach any point of the environment and to visualize the collection with the desired detail. Associated to the zooming mechanisms, and aiming at avoiding to cognitive overload the visualization, keywords get visible only when the distance between the spheres they are attached to and the position of the user's avatar (fingerprints) is under a defined threshold. The second group of interaction techniques deals with the selection of one or more documents, as our system is intended both for individual document search and global exploration of a collection of documents. The first one permits selecting one single document, whereas the latter allows selecting all the documents that belong to the same cluster. For increased flexibility, the system allows making incremental selections, that is adding new documents and/or groups to the current selection. We also provide the possibility of deselecting a group that has been previously selected. In all these cases, when a sphere is selected, it gets highlighted to provide a visual feedback to the user. With respect to the manipulation, no techniques have been implemented as the user does not have to manually translate spheres (this is automatically done by the FDP algorithm, and by modifications added in the FDPFC), and spheres' rotation is pointless because of their inner shape. At last, some system control techniques are proposed to provide the user with eight different functionalities for manipulating the collection, implemented as pop-up widgets (see Fig. 5 ). To avoid undesired executions of these functionalities during navigation, widgets have to remain activated by the user for at least 2 seconds in order to become operational. Most of the widgets have a binary behaviour and their associated functionality is executed just by activation. The first case is jumping between groups in order to focus the visualization over the centroid of one group (see Fig. 5(i) ). If more than one group has been created, every activation results in focusing the viewpoint on a new group, which is a great help when navigating and exploring over groups and not over individual documents. It also acts like an anchor when the user gets lost in the environment and is not able to locate the spheres. Secondly, we make possible to consult in a new window the content of a document that has been selected previously (see Fig. 5(e) ). Thirdly, the user can invert a selection (see Fig. 5(c) ), which is very useful when the user wants to select all the groups or individual spheres apart from one. Furthermore, when one or more documents or groups are selected, the system offers the possibility of clearing them from the visualization (see Fig. 5(b) ). This means that they are not considered in clustering, projection and visualization algorithms but they are not physically deleted. Additionally, the last document(s) cleared can be restored in order to consider them again in clustering, projection and visualization algorithms (see Fig. 5(d) ). The last three functionalities require inputting a numerical value, and then a symbolic input technique is also required. So, besides activation, their widgets require the user to indicate a numerical value, which is done through finger movements: every medium-to-maximal gesture movement implies increasing by one unit the corresponding value, while pinching the fingers (medium-to-minimal gesture movement) translates to decreasing the corresponding value by one unit. The first functionality that requires inputting a numerical value is the dynamic adjustment of the number of groups for k-means (see Section 3.1), while the two others correspond to the adjustment of both force modifiers added in the proposed FDPFC approach (see Section 3.2).
Experimental evaluation

Experiment design
A user evaluation was designed in order to evaluate the impact of the modifications introduced by the FDPFC. An experiment was conducted in which one independent variable, the type of 3D mapping method, was manipulated with two possible levels: Force Directed Placement (FDP), and Force Directed Placement with Force Control (FDPFC). A total of 36 subjects were selected for the experiment and randomly assigned to one of the two experimental treatments. All subjects were computer science students or professors, so they were assumed to be able to easily understand the abstraction applied in the 3D representation of document collections, and to quickly learn and apply new interaction techniques. Ages of the participants ranged from 21 to 40, with 25 males and 9 females. The measured dependent variables were: Precision in the mental model resulting from exploration (P), Effectiveness in search (E), and Satisfaction (S). The null hypotheses were:
H01. The mean precision in the mental model obtained from exploration is the same for FDP and FDPFC. H02. The mean effectiveness in search is the same for FDP and FDPFC. H03. The mean satisfaction is the same for FDP and FDPFC.
Statistical t-tests were applied to evaluate these hypotheses.
Precision of the mental model was evaluated after an exploration task. The experimental document collection was manually composed by intentionally selecting documents within a set of nine predefined topics which in turn belonged to three main areas. The designed taxonomy for the collection is reflected in Fig. 6 . Precision of the mental model was measured by presenting, after some minutes of free exploration, a brief thematic questionnaire (see Appendix B) with nine questions in the form "Were there any documents in the collection talking about topic?" A five levels response scale was presented with the meaning −2: "definitely no", −1: "probably no", 0: "I do not know", 1: "probably yes" and 2: "definitely yes". The reference topics for the nine questions were selected so that some of them were present in the collection, some of them were not present in the collection, and some of them were not present but related to topics present in the collection:
Present: Ontologies, Bridges and Memory. Not present: Animals, Art and Civilizations. Not present, but related: Buildings, Pedagogy and Software agents.
The hypothesis was that the availability of force control mechanisms in FDPFC would allow the subjects to construct a more precise model of the thematic structure of the collection, particularly by strengthening the intra-cluster attraction force.
Effectiveness in search was measured via a search task in which the participant was asked to find within the collection a representative document talking about a particular topic, as well as two additional documents that were the closest to it in their thematic content. The best possible solution for the task was pre-calculated. Taking the inter-document distance matrix filled by applying the cosine similarity measure to every pair of documents, the effectiveness in search was computed as the distance between the solution document provided by the experimental subject and the pre-calculated optimal solution. Instead of requesting just one representative document, two additional neighbors were also demanded (see Appendix C). For the evaluation of the selected neighbors we decided to count how many of them matched with the optimal neighbors, also pre-calculated for a given topic. The hypothesis was that the availability of force control mechanisms in FDPFC would allow the subjects to find a higher quality set of documents, particularly by strengthening the inter-documents attraction force. We hypothesized that the increase in quality would be more significant when considering the neighbors than just by comparing the best representative.
Finally, User Satisfaction was evaluated by a questionnaire at the end of the experience. Fifteen questions were common for both experimental groups, with three additional questions for the FDPFC group evaluating the perceived usefulness of the force control capabilities (see Appendix D), and two additional questions for the FDP group trying to find out the usefulness they anticipated for these features (see Appendix D). There were four open questions investigating previous user knowledge of document collection exploration and search tools, and requesting a general evaluation of positive and negative aspects. The remainder questions offered a five levels response scale going from 0 to 4, in which 0 was interpreted as "I strongly disagree", 1 represented "I disagree", 2 meant "Neutral", 3 stood for "I agree", and 4 meant "I strongly agree". Also, the full interaction of each participant with the system was video recorded for further analysis, mainly focusing on a qualitative evaluation of the proposed interaction techniques.
The experiment was conducted along four days, with half an hour assigned for each subject. Each subject went through the following stages:
(1) Preparation. Before entering the experimental area a document was handed over in which a general description of the experiment's goal and procedure was presented, to ensure that all the participants understood their role and were properly prepared. (2) Training. The participant was led to the projection screen and ten minutes were allocated for the participant to familiarize with the visualization display and interaction techniques. A training collection was presented and the participant was explained how to interpret the display and how to interact with the collection. (3) Exploration. The test collection was loaded and the participant was instructed to freely explore the collection trying to get an idea of the documents' topics. Five minutes were left for this stage. (4) Mental model evaluation. The participant was taken to a separate room and five minutes were left for completing the brief thematic questionnaire. (5) Search evaluation. The participant was taken again in front of the projection screen, and five minutes were left for the search task. (6) User satisfaction evaluation. Again at a separate room, the participant was requested to complete the satisfaction questionnaire and was thanked by his collaboration. No time limit was imposed at this stage.
Experimental setting
The test arrangement consisted of a 2 × 1.5 meter screen, bottom side on a level of one meter (see Fig. 7(a) ). The subjects were standing in one and a half meter in front of it. For tracking fingertips we are using an optical marker based approach. We have an optical infra-red based tracking system from Naturalpoint installed around the screen. Four cameras, each in a corner of the screen, directed to the subjects home position (see Fig. 7(b) ). Each camera is a V100:R1 model, allowing capturing at 100 fps with 640 × 480 resolution and subpixel precision. The smaller the chosen working area is, the better is the 3D resolution of tracked objects. Therefore we adjusted the camera system so that the subject had an active working range of 1.5 × 1.5 meters.
The default software from Naturalpoint's tracking system is geared to handle primarily rigid body objects. These objects have multiple reflective markers attached, at least three. The constellation of these markers is trained into the tracking system and can hence be recognized. For our arrangement we decided not to use those marker constellations for tracking objects. They have a considerable size, not smaller than 5 × 5 centimeters, therefore we chose to use solitary markers to track index and thumb fingers (see Fig. 7(c) ). Each solitary marker has a diameter of only 1.1 cm and then can be easily attached to a fingertip. Naturalpoint's own UDP streaming protocol permits also the access to solitary marker information. By receiving all of the untracked markers we have full control over them, but we also gained the task of filtering and taking care of the tracking process by ourselves. Occasionally false solitary markers are detected by the tracking system. They are caused by inadvertent reflections in the scene like from shiny metal surfaces or eyeglass lenses. Those false positives usually appear only for a snatch. To distinguish the two solitary markers of the two fingers of our proband we must keep track of all solitary markers in the scene and shortlist those who have a sufficing long track history. Table 1 shows the mean response value for each of the Likert format questions in the thematic questionnaire (column (A) for FDP and (B) for FDPFC), as well as the total number of correct responses (column (C) for FDP and (D) for FDPFC). If a topic is certainly included in the collection (see column (E)), the correct response is considered to be 2, while it should be −2 if the topic is not in the collection. Any other response is considered incorrect (that is why the numbers of correct answers are very low in some cases). The mean value helps to visualize how far from being correct were the responses in average. The topics that were certainly in the collection (Ontologies, Bridges and Memory) have been noticed by the majority of the users, with more than 10 out of 18 subjects in each group (with classical FDP and with FDPFC) giving the correct answer (2) . If we consider topics that were not included in the collection and were semantically quite far from other topics in the collection (Animals, Art and Civilizations), the percentage of correct responses is low (4 out of 18 at most, again in both groups) but we can notice less uncertainty in the group of users who could control the attraction forces (FDPFC), with higher success rates. In the case of topics that were not in the collection but were intentionally close to other topics positively included in the collection (Buildings, Pedagogy and Software agents), the success rate is the lowest, as expected, with a slightly highest success rate in the FDPFC group. The test on the equality between the mean number of correct responses in the FDP and FDPFC conditions did not allow us to reject the null hypothesis (σ = 0.32).
Results and discussion
Precision of the mental model
Effectiveness in search
Two search tasks were demanded. The mean distance between the users' solutions and the optimal one was similar in both groups (0.29 for FDP vs 0.26 for FDPFC in the first task, and 0.09 for FDP vs 0.11 for FDPFC in the second one). For the evaluation of the selected neighbors we decided to count the number of "good neighbors" provided, considering a good neighbor one of the two closest documents to the one chosen as the best (for the specific solution posed by each user). Being 36 the maximum possible group score at each search task (18 participants by 2 good neighbors), the obtained results ranged from 17 to 19 in each of the four cases (2 search tasks by 2 experimental groups). No significant difference was found between FDP and FDPFC.
Satisfaction
If we analyze the mean response value for each of the Likert format questions in the satisfaction questionnaire, we can see that all means are higher than 2 (the neutral point in the scale). For the overall questionnaire, the mean response value for the FDP group is 3.12, while it is 3.29 for the FDPFC group, slightly better but still the difference is not significant (σ = 0.13). The opinion of the users towards the system is quite positive, with the most remarkable positive opinion (above 3.5 points) reflected in questions Q9 (interrogating about the usefulness of keyword visualization), Q15 (dealing with the possibility to jump the viewpoint from one group to another) and Q18 (demonstrating the belief in the possibility to make more benefit from the system with more training and experience) for both experimental conditions, and also in question Q13 (about the possibility to select a group of documents and remove it) for the FDPFC group. The most valued feature for both groups was keyword labeling. Table 2 details the mean response values for the FDP specific and FDPFC specific questions.
Regarding the features that were available for the FDPFC group but not for the FDP group it is interesting to see that the latter does not value much the possibility to include them, despite not having any experience with them (with mean values closer to 2-neutral), while the group that effectively had the opportunity to enjoy the features certainly valued much more their usefulness. The difference among the mean values for question pairs Q16a-Q16b and Q17a-Q17b is significant (σ = 0.0003 in the first pair and σ = 0.0023 in the second pair).
Conclusions and future work
We presented some contributions towards a more intuitive and effective interaction with 3D visualizations of unstructured document collections. A prototype system has been developed fully automating the information visualization pipeline. A modification of the classical FDP algorithm has been proposed (the FDPFC variant) to determine the spatial position of each document's spherical representation in the 3D space. This modification allows the user to control the attraction forces to be applied among documents so that group separation or inter-document similarity can be visually enhanced, as required for the task at hand. A full set of interaction techniques have been implemented through a new gesture-based interaction paradigm based on tracking the position of two hand fingers (index and thumb) by using solitary markers. Navigation, selection and manipulation of both individual documents and document clusters, as well as adjustment of the visualization settings (number of clusters and attraction forces), can be achieved just with very basic hand movements and a set of reactive zones in space.
After experimentation, FDPFC seemed to help decrease the uncertainty about the thematic structure of the collection, although no conclusive evidence was found that FDPFC allows the construction of a more precise mental model. Partly this could be explained by the fact that the exploration task was the first experience of the users with the system after a really very brief training period (just ten minutes), and the participants may have felt overwhelmed by the new way to interact with the system, the number of functionalities offered and the tasks required. In fact we observed very limited use of the force control options during exploration. We believe that a longer training period in which users have the opportunity to really understand the effect and possibilities of each interaction mechanism could result into more effective use of the force control features and a more significant effect on the precision of the mental model.
Regarding the user satisfaction and subjective perception, keywords were the most valued option. This is probably due to the fact that it was the most evident way to look for the required documents in the search task. Some users applied an almost exhaustive search strategy, inspecting every document's keyword, or even explicitly consulting all documents' contents. This strategy could suffice in our limitedsize experimental collection, but we believe that if faced with much more populated collections, users would start to realize the usefulness and higher efficiency of alternative manipulation techniques.
In our future work we plan to experiment with bigger and more complex document collections and with a longer and more explicit training period that really helps users to become proficient in the use of the interaction techniques, to face users to situations in which the application of the new interaction techniques really becomes a worthy alternative to more evident strategies, and to avoid results to be biased by the initial user's disorientation. We also plan to improve the preprocessing phase, in order to obtain better and more sophisticated metadata from documents allowing to classify them better and to obtain better keywords. Finally, we also want to carry on a new experiment using a classical desktop system approach, well known by users, so that they will be able to concentrate only in using the proposed functionalities, and not on learning the new interaction techniques themselves. This will allow us to get sure that results are not affected by the gestural paradigm. a  anything  by  elsewhere  further  if  mine  often  seem  able  anyway  call  empty  get  in  more  on  seemed  about  anywhere  can  enough  give  inc  moreover  once  seeming  above  are  cannot  etc  go  indeed  most  one  seems  across  around  cant  even  got  interest  mostly  only  serious  after  as  co  ever  had  into  move  onto  several  afterwards  at  computer  every  has  is  much  or  she  again  back  con  everyone  hasnt  it  must  other  should  against  be  could  everything  have  its  my  others  show  all  became  couldnt  everywhere  havent  itself  myself  otherwise  side  almost  because  cry  except  he  just  name  our  since  alone  become  de  few  hence  keep  namely  ours  sincere  along  becomes  dear  fifteen  her  last  neither  ourselves  six  already  becoming  describe  fifty  here  latter  never  out  sixty  also  been  detail  fill  hereafter  latterly  nevertheless  over  so  although  before  did  find  hereby  least  next  own  some  always  beforehand  do  fire  herein  less  nine  part  somehow  am  behind  does  first  hereupon  let  no  per  someone  among  being  done  five  hers  like  nobody  perhaps  something  amongst  below  down  for  herself  likely  none  please  sometime  amoungst  beside  due  former  him  ltd  noone  put  sometimes  amount  besides  during  formerly  himself  made  nor  rather  somewhere  an  between  each  forty  his  many  not  re  still  and  beyond  eg  found  how  may  nothing  said  such  another  bill  eight  four  however  me  now  same  system  any  both  either  from  hundred  meanwhile  nowhere  say  take  anyhow  bottom  eleven  front  i  might  of  says  ten  anyone  but  else  full  ie  mill  off  see  than  that  therefore  though  too  under  we  whereafter  whither  within  the  therein  three  top  until  well  whereas  who  without  their  thereupon  through  toward  up  were  whereby  whoever  would  them  these  throughout  towards  upon  what  wherein  whole  yet  themselves  they  thru  twas  us  whatever  whereupon  whom  you  then  thick  thus  twelve  very  when  wherever  whose  your  thence  thin  tis  twenty  via  whence  whether  why  yours  there  third  to  two  wants  whenever  which  will  yourself  thereafter  this  together  un  was  where  while  with  yourselves  thereby 
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